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Editor’s Note: Two years ago we published an article on the Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS, referred to as the TAS in this article). The reader may find examination of both articles of great use. See Stephan Netzle, The Court of Arbitration for Sport: An Alternative for Dispute Resolution in U.S. Sports, THE ENTERTAINMENT AND SPORTS LAWYER, Vol. 10, No. 1, Spring 1992, at 1, 25.

Introduction

Few passions are as widely and as profoundly shared around the globe as the passion for sport. Its symbolism is awesome. It brings out the noblest human qualities (good sportsmanship, the quest for excellence, a sense of community), and the basest (chicanery and mob violence). Sports are big international business with a capacity to motivate vast populations that is nothing less than fabulous, and so naturally exercises a powerful attraction on those who would use its magic for their own ends. The appetite for political influence and money moves the heart inside the business suit with a force as primal as that of the dreams of glory that swell the distance runner’s tunic.

In a word, the realm of sport is that of a precious and coveted commodity. It is an internationally significant resource that can be squandered or debased. Therefore the way it is controlled is not indifferent, and at the heart of the issue of control is that of ultimate authority to set norms and to settle disputes.

Limits of the Authority of Sports Federations

Potential parties to disputes arising from sports activities, or in connection with them, not only include the athletes and the federations that legitimize structured competition, but also include promoters, sponsors, team owners, organizers, licensees and agents of all types. Governmental authorities also may become embroiled in controversy when they are called upon to protect not only individual interests but the public interest as well.

Such disputes (although perhaps arising in unusual contexts) may involve contractual relations which are documented in familiar ways, using techniques of private commercial law. For example, contractual undertakings may include granting rights to televise a competition, promising to wear the trademark of a sponsor whenever participating in a public event, or hiring an agent to negotiate a contract with a professional team. One expects such agreements to be freely negotiated, and in an international context they frequently contain reference to international arbitration under mutually accepted rules.

But an equally important category of disputes—one which attracts more public attention—relates to what one might loosely describe as disciplinary rather than contractual disputes. Recent examples from international headlines include the case of Butch Reynolds, the American world-record holder for the 400-meter run who successfully challenged his suspension by the International Amateur Athletic Federation for alleged doping and obtained a $27.4 million judgment against the IAAF in a U.S. federal court; and that of the French football team Olympique de Marseille, which raised an initially successful challenge (later withdrawn) before the Swiss courts against a suspension pronounced by the European soccer federation following allegations of match-fixing, which has not yet been ruled on by the French courts.

Sports federations have traditionally sought to establish as close to total control as possible over such disputes. One approach long advanced in favor of a monopoly of authority might be characterized as a hagiographic one. It seeks to portray sports as something so uniquely exalted as religion, the implication being that no governing body outside the relevant federation should have any authority with respect to disciplinary actions and that any right of review by state authorities would be considered as inappropriate as allowing appeals to secular judges for wrongful excommunication by the Pope.

This conception is puerile. For one thing, the state may have an overriding interest in ensuring standards of conduct in society. The fact that a hockey player may be sanctioned for unnecessary roughness by a penalty or suspension if he lifts his stick with both arms and brings it down repeatedly on the head of an adversary does not exclude the possibility that he may also be subject to civil or criminal sanctions for assault or indeed murder. For another thing, the interests of someone who complains about a decision of sports officials are not limited to a passing fascination for the outcome of a particular contest. Sport in our century is no longer a matter of entertainment spontaneously devised by a leisure class; it has become an organized industry. Disqualifications or suspensions may destroy professional careers, not to mention significant investments by sponsors. It is impossible to justify why sports federations should be less subject to judicial review than professional associations having power to issue mandatory licenses (such as those in the realms of medicine or law) if it is alleged that they have violated individual rights.

There is, however, a more credible line of reasoning in support of exclusive extrajudicial authority to settle sports disputes: the conception that the exclu-
sive disciplinary jurisdiction of sports officials has been granted by the parties to the dispute on a consensual basis. Ordinary courts are thus ousted by virtue of the familiar contractual mechanism of prorogation.

This approach is not without its own difficulty, which begins when one examines the circumstances of the purported consent. It often appears to have been entirely fictional. Typically the exclusive jurisdiction of sporting authorities is established in the bylaws of federations that grant licenses to compete in a season, or admission to participate in specific events. The federation in question has generally existed for decades if not generations, and has, without any outside influence, developed a more or less complex and entirely inbred procedure for resolving disputes. The accused participant, on the other hand, often faces the proceedings much as a tourist would experience a hurricane in Fiji: as a frightening and isolated event in his life for which he is utterly unprepared. The same may of course be said for most litigants in ordinary court proceedings. The difference is that whereas in the latter context the accused may be represented by experienced practitioners who appear as equals before the court, the procedures devised by most sports federations seem to be so connected to the organization that no outsider has the remotest chance of standing on an equal footing with his adversary, which is of course the federation itself. To speak of a consensual process here seems an abuse of language.

Yet one must have sympathy for the situation of most sports federations, because at many levels they struggle against considerable odds to maintain uniform standards of sportsmanship and organizational quality. It is irresponsible to insist that they should be routinely subjected to judicial review and be obliged to defend themselves in the courts of any country where their activity may have some ramifications. This observation is particularly important in the context of the fight against doping, where federations are fighting a costly uphill battle. The task of policing athletes’ use of illegal substances throughout the world is a daunting one, given the development of “camouflage” chemicals that are absorbed to “purify” the athlete of traces of performance-enhancing drugs in time for a given competition, thus making it necessary to conduct surprise tests at any stage of an athlete’s training. To allow national courts to second-guess the way federations perform this crucial policing function would not only lead to the risk of many federations being brought to their knees under the weight of paperwork and legal fees, but also would open the door to parochialism, favoritism, and possible corruption, and inevitably lead to a destruction of uniform standards as national judges intervene to apply inconsistent local norms. Furthermore, it is doubtful that ordinary judges are best suited to deal with specialized areas of sports discipline. Finally, the realities of international sports call for decisionmaking speed of a degree rarely found in national judicial systems.²

In sum, while giving absolute authority to sports federations creates the risk of occasional instances of injustice (and increases the temptation of abuse under the maxim that absolute power corrupts absolutely), eliminating all their authority would lead to a certainty of total disruption of the present constellation of systems. That would appear most undesirable when one considers that in the present situation scandals and controversy seem the exception rather than the rule, and that sports authorities today appear to be in a position to generate permanent and institutional pressure against corrupt influences in a way that could hardly be duplicated if one had to rely instead on the episodic involvement of national courts.

Arbitration as a Means of Resolving Disputes Relating to Disciplinary Sanctions

Given this context of tension between legitimate individual rights and equally legitimate institutional objectives, the challenge is naturally to strike the right balance.

To ensure the greatest possible measure of uniformity and technical competence in the way international sports disputes are resolved, the federations may require that such disputes are referred to a specialized decisionmaking body. But in doing so, they must accept that the body be independent of the federation’s control to avoid the perception or fact that the federation will act as judge in its own case and thereby deny parties challenging the federation’s actions to ask judicial authorities to disregard the decision of the designated decisionmaking body. It appears that this simple lesson has not yet been universally assimilated.

Most federations have established specific organs to deal with disputes. They are given names ranging from the modest (disciplinary commission) to the pompous (international tribunal). Sometimes they provide elaborate proceedings (in accordance with highly detailed codes) designed to give an appearance of both probity and complexity—two factors that seem calculated to encourage judicial authorities not to interfere with their operations. Often they provide for specific safeguards in the ostensible interest of the party challenging a deci-
sion, such as provisions that persons of the same nationality of the official who made the challenged decision may not rule on the challenge. Similarly, they may ensure that the decisionmakers are highly qualified jurists who have no salaried position within the relevant federation, and who thus are described as "entirely independent."

Having established a superficially impressive decisionmaking procedure, federations then frequently conclude with much self-satisfaction that they have done as much as anyone could ask, and proclaim that anyone who challenges a final decision made pursuant to the statutory procedure will be barred for life from participating in competitions sanctioned by that federation.

This is a double mistake: the structure is inadequate and it is impermissible to punish people for seeking to exercise remedies provided by law. It is insufficient to claim that none of the members of the decisionmaking panel are employees of the federation because if those persons are selected by the federation the procedural equality of the parties is destroyed. The French Supreme Court (for one) has in similar circumstances explicitly held that equality to be an indispensable attribute of any body purporting to settle disputes with finality. The truth is that if only one side in a dispute selects the decisionmakers, and is in a position several times a year to offer appointments in interesting cases, the appointees are unlikely to be even-handed in examining the complaint of a troublesome "outside" petitioner. Human nature is such that even if there is no monetary inducement, flattering deference to one's moral authority, not to mention voyages, pomp and circumstance, and media attention, may be significant sources of gratification to most appointees.

This author has appeared before an "international appeals tribunal," which was in fact part of the structure of the very federation whose decision was being challenged. The experience—very much like an arbitration where the claimant is allowed to nominate no arbitrators, the defendant five arbitrators, and there is no chairman—would have given any petitioner the impression that he was trying to swim up Niagara Falls. As for the attempt to exclude recourse to ordinary jurisdictions, the following passage from a decision by the Tribunal de Grande Instance of Paris in a case involving the appeal of twenty-six Formula One drivers against sanctions pronounced by the International Automobile Federation (FIA) is typical of the attitude of courts:

"The exclusive jurisdiction which this text seeks to give the organs of the FIA is contrary to the right of any party to initiate an action before ordinary courts; there is thus a violation of a mandatory principle of public order which results in the nullity of this provision."

This passage does not allude to the fact that there are in fact circumstances where it is permissible to waive the right to seek relief before the courts by referring to arbitration. The reason was clear: The FIA mechanism was so far at odds with fundamental principles of arbitration that it did not occur to the FIA to argue that the drivers' submission to the exclusive authority of the federation constituted a binding agreement to arbitration.

There is now a specialized international body, established by the International Olympic Committee in Lausanne, which is specifically designed to organize proceedings for the resolution of international sports disputes in such a way that they may qualify as falling within the category of arbitration. This body, called the Court of Arbitration for Sport (more commonly referred to by its French acronym TAS), has received over one hundred claims relating to contractual as well as disciplinary matters since its creation in 1984. Although its founders intended its decisions to be awards subject to the law of arbitration, and a commentator had indeed expressed the view that its awards were subject to transnational enforcement under the 1958 New York Convention for the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, whether the Swiss courts would so acknowledge TAS awards in situations where its jurisdiction was not created by a negotiated contract, but by virtue of the conditions stipulated in a license, remained to be seen.

Recognition of TAS Awards by the Swiss Federal Tribunal

In the case of Gundel v. International Equestrian Federation (FEI), which arose in the wake of a TAS award rendered in 1992 and was challenged and upheld by the Swiss Federal Tribunal (that country's highest court) under the Swiss law relating to international arbitration, the central issue defined by the Federal Tribunal was precisely "the legal nature of awards rendered by TAS."

The facts are as follows: Mr. Gundel was at the relevant time a professional equestrian and a member of the German equestrian team. He held a license granted by the German equestrian federation, which entitled him to compete in national and international events. At every renewal of his license, Mr. Gundel submitted himself to the rules of the German federation, which, with respect to international competitions, referred to the rules of the FEI.

The FEI is an association in Lausanne comprised entirely of national equestrian federations. In the
1991 edition of its rules, a party dissatisfied with a decision rendered by the FEI's Legal Commission may appeal to the TAS for a "definitive" decision.

Mr. Gundel had been disqualified, suspended, and fined by the FEI Legal Commission following a positive drug test on his horse performed in connection with a competition in June 1991. He appealed to TAS, and a TAS arbitral tribunal was empanelled. The arbitrators ultimately confirmed the disqualification but reduced the period of suspension (from three months to one month) and the amount of the fine (from 1,500 Swiss francs to 1,000 Swiss francs). 8

In challenging the TAS award, Mr. Gundel put forward a number of propositions that were disposed of by the Swiss Federal Tribunal as follows:

- The intermediary decision of the FEI's Legal Commission was itself susceptible to annulment under the Swiss law of arbitration. The court held that the Commission was an organ of FEI and thus did no more than express the will of one of the parties to the dispute. Accordingly, irrespective of the invoked grounds of annulment, the motion to set aside could not be considered because it did not relate to an arbitral award. This holding should not be understood as an acceptance of the finality of decisions of internal organs of associations. (As discussed below, Swiss law, like other national laws, provides remedies for aggrieved parties.) To the contrary, the most important consequence of this holding is to deprive such decisions of the immunity from judicial review on the merits, which in most countries is enjoyed by arbitral awards.

- The TAS decision was susceptible to annulment under the Swiss arbitration law. The court considered that the decision was rendered on the basis of an arbitration agreement by a private tribunal to which the parties had entrusted the task of ruling on a dispute dealing with "patrimonial" interests and having an international character. It observed that a true award supposes that the arbitral tribunal is independent and impartial, and stated:

An arbitral tribunal which is an organ of an association appearing as a party to the dispute does not ensure a sufficient degree of independence. Decisions made by such organs are no more than the expression of the will of the concerned association; they are acts of management and not judicial acts.

A party considering itself to be adversely affected by a decision of an association should be entitled, in the reasoning of the court, to challenge the decision even if the complainant is only an "indirect" member of the association (i.e., a member of another association which in turn is a member of the association, or federation, in question) and indeed even if he is not a member at all (e.g., a person required to accept certain rules as a condition of participating in an event organized by the association).

The challenged decision must be subject to an independent judicial control. This control, however, may be entrusted to an arbitral tribunal provided that it is "a veritable judicial authority and not a mere organ of the association interested in the outcome of the dispute."

Accordingly, the key to the issue was the relationship between TAS and FEI. In this regard, the Federal Tribunal noted that TAS is a creation of IOC and does not have separate legal personality, and that of its sixty members, fifteen each are chosen by IOC, by accredited international federations, and by national Olympic Committees, respectively; the remaining fifteen are chosen by the president of IOC from persons outside IOC, the federations, and the national committees. The three arbitrators empanelled to hear any given dispute must be chosen from the sixty TAS members. Each party has the right to name one arbitrator, the presiding third arbitrator is named either by agreement of the parties or, failing such agreement, by the president of the Swiss Federal Tribunal. (The parties may also agree to a sole arbitrator.) An arbitrator may be challenged by a party if he is connected with the other party, or if he has already dealt with the dispute in another capacity.

The Federal Tribunal also observed that the founders of TAS expressed their intent that it be a "veritable arbitral tribunal, independent of the parties, freely exercising complete legal control of such decisions of associations as are submitted to it, particularly with respect to statutory sanctions pronounced against the petitioner" and that legal commentators unanimously considered TAS to have achieved this aim.

On the other hand, the Federal Tribunal expressed its own view (at page 13) to the effect that this analysis of the TAS role was acceptable "not without hesitation," given the "organic and economic" connections between TAS and IOC (which finances TAS and has an important role in designating its members), and therefore only in cases where IOC itself was not a party. Turning to the case before it, the Federal Tribunal was reassured by the following factors:

- TAS was not an organ of FEI;
- TAS was not subject to directives from FEI; 9
- Fifteen potential arbitrators were unconnected with IOC, or any federation or national Olympic Committee; and
- It was possible to challenge any arbitrator connected with FEI or having already dealt with the dispute in some other capacity, and concluded: "In these conditions, one may accept that the TAS is possessed of the degree of independence which Swiss law requires as a condition of the waiver of recourse to the ordinary courts."

- The dispute was not arbitrable, because it concerned a matter of penal law exclusively reserved for state courts. The Federal Tribunal noted first that the petitioner was not entitled to raise such an issue at the stage of challenge against the award since he had failed to do so before TAS arbitrators. But the objection was erroneously taken, because the sanctions challenged by Mr. Gundel were "peines statutaires"
which may be disposed of by arbitrators; such a sanction is clearly distinguishable from “the power to punish reserved for the criminal courts.”

*The TAS tribunal which heard the case had been wrongly constituted because the parties were obliged to choose arbitrators from the members of TAS and because two of the arbitrators who were in fact empanelled were connected directly or indirectly with FEI.* In reasoning familiar to international arbitration practitioners, the Federal Tribunal held that the petitioner had waived his right to object by failing to do so as soon as he had become aware, or could have become aware by reasonable diligence, of the grounds for his objections. In fact the TAS bylaws had been communicated to him at an early stage, and he had been informed that two of the arbitrators were equestrian specialists. Having failed to react, either by way of challenge or request for further information, the petitioner had lost his opportunity. The Federal Tribunal explicitly left undecided the question whether the arbitrators’ direct or indirect links with FEI would have been sufficient to disqualify them.

*The arbitrators had violated the petitioner’s procedural rights.* The particular criticisms of a number of procedural rulings by TAS arbitrators are of no present interest; it suffices to note that the Federal Tribunal’s rejection of these complaints—familiar in the annals of garden-variety international arbitration—is entirely consonant with the view in favor of arbitral procedural discretion taken by most national courts in contemporary practice.

*In holding that the mere presence of prohibited substances reversed the burden of proof and created a presumption of doping, TAS arbitrators had violated Swiss public policy.* Whether FEI’s rules were overly severe in prohibiting substances which in fact do not enhance performance, and whether TAS arbitrators had reversed the burden of proof, the Federal Tribunal held that these were simple issues of evidentiary weight arising in a private law context, and denied the argument that there had been a violation of the principle of the presumption of innocence (which the petitioner raised by reference to the European Convention of Human Rights). Such a complaint belongs in the realm of criminal law. In a particularly important passage, the Federal Tribunal declared that “whether they are appropriate or not, indeed whether they may or may not be said to be arbitrary, [the FEI doping rules] do not concern fundamental principles of the Swiss legal order in the domain of international relations.”

**Reform of TAS**

Aware that the close connections between IOC and TAS had given rise to some doubt of the extent of TAS’ independence, and spurred by the explicit statements of the Swiss Federal Tribunal in the **Gundel** case that its acceptance of TAS’ independence was “not without hesitation” in light of its links with IOC and the uncontested relationship between the arbitrators and FEI, IOC created a Supreme Council of International Sports Arbitration (Council) that will control the TAS.

The Council will be comprised of twenty legally trained persons, four each appointed by IOC, the accredited federations, the national Olympic Committees, representatives of athletes, and through co-option by the Council itself. The Council, whose members may neither act as TAS arbitrators nor as counsel in TAS proceedings, will appoint the members of TAS (now expanded to include 100 potential arbitrators).

This reform means that a new level of authority is interposed between IOC and TAS, so that IOC no longer has any direct role in the composition of TAS. This general enhancement of TAS’ autonomy is complemented, in individual cases, by a revision of TAS rules to place on each arbitrator a positive duty to disclose any links with a party which may cast doubt on his or her independence.

At the same time, TAS will be split into an Ordinary Arbitration Division, which will function in the same manner as other private law arbitration bodies, and an Appeals Arbitration Division, which will deal with challenges against disciplinary decisions of sports bodies whenever the statutes of that body—as accepted by the competitor—refer to TAS as having an appellate jurisdiction. The costs of proceedings in the Ordinary Arbitration Division will be borne by the parties; those in the Appeals Arbitration Divisions, which are intended to be particularly rapid in order to conform to the imperatives and realities of international competition, will be borne by TAS.

**Conclusion**

Many disputes relating to sports activities arise out of contracts that are based on ordinary mechanisms of private law, no matter how novel or specific their context of performance. In the international sphere, the search for neutrality often leads to contractual references to arbitration. There is nothing extraordinary in this respect; such disputes may be (and indeed frequently are) submitted to arbitration under traditional rules such as those of the International Chamber of Commerce. To the extent that parties wish to ensure that any dispute would be resolved by
arbitrators having a particular familiarity with transactions involving sports, they may find it appealing to refer to a specialized institution like TAS.

In such situations, which will now be dealt with by the new Ordinary Arbitration Division, TAS arbitration does not have any peculiar distinguishing characteristics; it is simply one of the various types of international arbitrations available to contracting parties, and its effectiveness is a function of the same legal regime as that which applies to the others.

The other type of dispute that may be subjected to international arbitration by TAS—namely controversies relating to disciplinary actions taken by various sports bodies—has been unusual in that it does not arise from a contract, but nevertheless has a consensual origin. The consent here is typically expressed by an applicant for a license to participate in a sports activity who accepts TAS arbitration—now under the new Appeals Arbitration Division—as a condition of the license.

In the Gundel case, the highest court in Switzerland held that such a reference creates a binding agreement to arbitrate provided that the chosen mechanism is independent of the federation whose decision is being challenged.

Awards rendered in these circumstances will be internationally enforceable, provided that other national jurisdictions adopt the same approach, which in the particular instance of TAS is more likely in light of the internal reforms enacted since the Gundel case. As described above, those reforms increased the autonomy of TAS.

This development leaves international sports federations with a clear choice: they must either maintain maximum control or keep sports disputes out of the courts. If they choose to assert total and immediate control, they may find themselves in a fool’s paradise, which may give them what they want for a while (because participants may be too intimidated to challenge the closed system), but sooner or later cases will arise in which aggrieved parties are sufficiently determined, sufficiently desperate, or—as in the case of the twenty-five Formula One drivers—sufficiently strong by the weight of sheer numbers that they will challenge the federation’s actions before ordinary courts. When that happens, past experience proves that the supposedly self-sufficient system of control devised by the federation falls like a house of cards.

If on the other hand a federation focuses on keeping disputes out of courts, it has reasonable prospects to achieve that aim if it relinquishes control to a method of resolving disputes that is sufficiently independent of the federation so that its decisions have the legal standing of arbitral awards. Although arbitral awards may be challenged collaterally (e.g., if there has been some procedural irregularity) under the law of most countries, the designated decision-makers will thus have the authority to make definitive rulings on the merits of the controversy. Of course the federation must then accept that an independent body will occasionally slap its wrists, as indeed TAS has done in some cases already, but surely it is essential to the legitimacy (and positive evolution) of any authority that a mechanism exists to check its excesses.

Jan Poulsson is a partner with Freshfields Paris and member of the Court of Arbitration for Sport (International Olympic Committee, Lausanne). This article expresses the personal views of the author. An earlier version of this article appeared in 8 Arbitration International 359 (1993).

Footnotes

1. As stated above, sports are not necessarily ennobling. If one loses a sense of proportion, sports cease to be an adjunct to a healthy life and become an excuse for evading life’s more complex challenges. For all his celebration of robust living, Kipling saw this danger clearly, in these caustic lines: Then ye returned to your trinkets then ye contented your souls With the flannelled fools at the wicket or the muddied oats at the goals.

2. G. Schwaar, Settling Sports-Related Disputes through the Court of Arbitration for Sport, in SPORTS MARKETING EUROPE 425 (I.S. Blackshaw et al., eds. 1993) (hereinafter Schwaar).


5. Selected excerpts from TAS awards have been published in a TAS booklet, RECUEIL TAS (1993).


7. An English translation appears in INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION REPORT, October 1993, at F-1; references below are to the original French text.

8. The TAS arbitrators accepted petitioner’s argument that the undisputed presence of a banned substance was not sufficient in the context to establish a deliberate intent to procure an unlawful competitive advantage, but nonetheless considered that he was guilty of negligence in failing to ensure that the horse did not absorb the substance.

9. The cantonal tribunal of Vaud has held the Sports Tribunal of the Swiss Football Association not to qualify as a proper arbitral tribunal under this criterion, JDT 1988.III.5 ss. In the case of TAS, the independence of its arbitrators has been demonstrated in cases where they have deeply embarrassed federations by holding that the latter had violated the fundamental right of the petitioner to be heard; see Schwaar, supra note 2, at 431.

10. For the view that TAS awards may be enforced under the New York Convention as the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, see Nafziger, supra note 6.

11. See supra note 9.
most of all, have the capacity to put themselves in the role of most American parents.\textsuperscript{19} The objective of the rating system is "to give advance information to parents so that they can make judgments about the films they choose their children to see or not."\textsuperscript{20} But the MPAA system has been criticized for concentrating on what is offensive to parents rather than what is scientifically established as harmful to children.\textsuperscript{21}

The current American rating system is far more restrictive of profanity and graphic sexual portrayals than it is of violence: "As long as the woman is nude, you can cut her up any way you want to, and that's okay. But it's not okay to show a nude man touching her."\textsuperscript{22} The American Psychological Association's Commission on Youth and Violence reports: "[According to the MPAA,] any depiction of sexuality will automatically render a film an R rating, and explicit sex will often earn an NC-17 rating. In contrast, a film can contain violence and still be given a G, PG, or PG-13 rating."\textsuperscript{23} This system has been heavily and steadily influenced by conservative religious forces in America, which have effectively kept graphic sexuality banned.\textsuperscript{24} However, public opinion data report that United States citizens are more concerned with media violence than depictions of sexuality or profanity.\textsuperscript{25} Surveys indicate that 82 percent of the American public consider movies too violent,\textsuperscript{26} 72 percent find television too violent, and 80 percent of Americans believe television violence is harmful to society.\textsuperscript{27}

Members of the public, scientific, medical and health communities agree that there is a causal relationship between exposure to violence in entertainment and violent behavior. Over forty years of 3,000 studies present one conclusion: Media violence contributes significantly to aggressive behavior, crime and violence in society.\textsuperscript{28} "There can no longer be any doubt that heavy exposure to televised violence is one of the causes of aggressive behavior, crime and violence in society."\textsuperscript{29} Studies have shown that college-age men exposed to extremely violent films, such as \textit{Friday the 13th}, become more accepting of violence and more callous toward real-life victims of sexual violence than men exposed to nonviolent films.\textsuperscript{30} But even with the sexual content in violent films removed, the antisocial effects continue.\textsuperscript{31}

The tolerance and acceptance of violence over sex in America separates the U.S. from other countries, such as Great Britain, whose censors "have not cut sex from a mainstream film in six or seven years."\textsuperscript{32} European versions of \textit{Basic Instinct} included both male and female frontal nudity, unlike the American version.\textsuperscript{33} In Sweden, children are not automatically excluded from sex in films. In fact, people having sex in a "normal, healthy and happy manner" may be approved for children, whereas sexual aberrations are not tolerated.\textsuperscript{34} European countries are much more stringent in restricting film violence than the United States. European censors generally cut violent scenes in American films before distribution, or ban the films altogether. The British Board of Film Classification cut violent scenes from \textit{Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves}, \textit{Lethal Weapon 3} and \textit{Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles} before approving the films for younger audiences.\textsuperscript{35} In Sweden, distributing films or television programs that depict "sexual violence or coercion" or graphic violence toward people or animals in a detailed or outlined manner" can mean fines or two years' imprisonment.\textsuperscript{36}

According to the Motion Picture Association of America, in 1992 U.S. films, television programs, and home videos garnered $8 billion in revenue from international markets.\textsuperscript{37} American motion picture production companies have an important financial stake in Western Europe: As of July 1989, the U.S. film and television industry had a $2.5 billion trade surplus, with one-half of worldwide revenues coming from European sales.\textsuperscript{38} In 1990, U.S. films comprised over 77 percent of Europe's motion picture market,\textsuperscript{39} despite Europe's generating 474 films and the United States' producing 438 films that year.\textsuperscript{40} In 1990, American films were responsible for 58 percent of box office receipts in France, 85 percent in Germany and 89 percent in Britain.\textsuperscript{41} By capturing the European market, American films impact European censorship practices.

American production companies accept cuts in films as a standard part of business, like taxes.\textsuperscript{42} But American companies expanding their overseas positions would prefer a harmonized routine. It is expensive to have films reviewed and classified and cut, especially for independent production companies operating without the financial resources of the major studios. At least this financial bottom line might have an effect on U.S. exporters, who might temper violence in films if only to exploit the lucrative teenage market. But the tempering of violence is dependent on European countries' maintaining standards against excessive violence.

This article examines the legal, cultural, and political impact of European censorship of American
films while assessing the resulting implications for American film exports. The second part of this article examines the censorship practices of European Community countries and several Western European countries. The third part of this article describes the effect of the European Community's free movement of goods and harmonization standards on motion picture censorship.

National Censorship Practices

Ratings systems and censorship standards vary from country to country in Europe despite the European Community's single market. Standards may vary even among certain countries, depending upon laws governing cinema and television, differing versions of film on videocassette, and standards applying to cable and satellite. Although advocates for a single-market, centralized Europe may wish to reform this system, indigenous cultures seek to maintain control over their public's viewing of sex, race, religion and politics.

European Community Countries

Belgium

Belgium has left censorship of films completely uncontrolled, with the exception of protective children's laws that provide that films must be passed by commission. Most other European countries, including Denmark, France, and Germany, utilize this type of classification—a system that labels films that are not suitable for children. If a film is considered suitable for children, it may be submitted to the five-member Ministry of Justice Censorship Board for review. The Censorship Board may approve the picture for children under sixteen, reject it for such showings, or approve it with cuts. In 1989, the Belgian censor banned the film Batman for children under sixteen because it was considered too violent for young viewers. Although the Board may suggest cuts, the distributor determines if the cuts will be made. If a film is rejected, the distributor may appeal the decision to an Appeals Commission.

Television and videocassettes are not censored. Television channel management determines its own censorship standards. Because the video industry is self-regulating, there is no video censorship.

Denmark

Article 77 of Denmark's Constitution guarantees freedom of expression: "Everyone is entitled to publish his thoughts in print, in writing and speech subject to the law. Censorship and other preventative measures may not be introduced." Since 1969, censorship prevails at two levels for age groups under sixteen and twelve. Any film intended to be shown in public to children under the age of sixteen must obtain advance approval. Films are submitted to the Censorship Board where they are classified into three categories: red—open to everyone except seven years and under; green—over twelve years only; and white—over sixteen years only. The Censorship Board bases its judgment on the likelihood of the film being harmful to children. Approval may be given on condition that producers cut certain sequences. For example, censors regard brutality as harmful to audiences; violence is not permitted in films for children. The censors define brutalizing films as those by which the ability to feel pity toward another is lowered.

In Denmark, Last Tango in Paris was permitted for viewers over age sixteen, and Star Wars was permitted for those over age twelve. The censors express concern at the increasing trend toward violence in films. A distributor may have to accept cuts in a film to obtain a viewer age limit lower than that decided by the censors. Parental guidance may be suggested for children under age seven.

For television, no state censorship exists, and standards are at the discretion of channel management. There is no censorship of videos for private use. However, "voluntary" censorship exists through the Distributors Association.

Nominating Committee Announcement

To: All Forum Members
From: Edward P. Pierson, Chair

I am pleased to announce the formation of our Forum's first Nominating Committee, pursuant to the Bylaws of the Forum Committee on the Entertainment and Sports Industries, whose job will be to nominate one or more candidates for the Election of Officers and Governing Committee Members at Large of this Forum. The election shall be held during our Forum's Annual Meeting in San Francisco on October 14-15, 1995.

The Nominating Committee is comprised of:

David Nochimson
Ziffren, Brittenham & Branca
2121 Avenue of the Stars, 32nd Floor
Los Angeles, Ca 90067

Robert E. Holmes
Sony Pictures Entertainment
10202 West Washington Blvd.
Culver City, CA 90067

Seymour Bricker
Mitchell, Silberberg & Knupp
11377 West Olympic Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90064-1683
France

The Ministry of Culture reformed the National Control Commission, which is now known as the Classification Commission (Commission de Classification). Since February 23, 1990, its total representation of twenty-six members includes representatives of French ministries (five members); professionals from the cinema industry (eight members); experts in charge of protecting children, young people, and representatives of private associations (eight members); young people ages eighteen to twenty-five chosen by the Minister of Culture (four members); and a president.

The Ministry of Culture provides exhibition visas to French films and to imported foreign films based on the Commission's recommendations. The Ministry may forbid the release of a film, give an "X" classification for extreme violence or pornography, forbid showings to persons sixteen years old or younger, forbid showings to persons twelve years old or younger, or authorize unrestricted showings. Films may also be forbidden for export. The Commission also approves advertising material. Exhibition visas are only delivered to complete films and to those that have been registered at the Centre National's Public Ledger.

Committees screen the films and refer them to the full Commission only if adverse action seems necessary. When the Commission advises the producer or distributor of its decision, cuts or changes of text may be made for the film to be resubmitted to the Commission. Censorship is severe for narcotics, excessive brutality and violence, and is less severe for non-pornographic sex scenes.

Even if features are dubbed in French, the original language version must be approved.

classification for extreme violence or pornography, forbid showings to persons sixteen years old or younger, forbid showings to persons twelve years old or younger, or authorize unrestricted showings. Films may also be forbidden for export. The Commission also approves advertising material. Exhibition visas are only delivered to complete films and to those that have been registered at the Centre National's Public Ledger.

Committees screen the films and refer them to the full Commission only if adverse action seems necessary. When the Commission advises the producer or distributor of its decision, cuts or changes of text may be made for the film to be resubmitted to the Commission. Censorship is severe for narcotics, excessive brutality and violence, and is less severe for non-pornographic sex scenes.

Even if features are dubbed in French, the original language version must be approved. Exhibition visas are valid for an unlimited period, and must be attached to each print of any film before the film can be exhibited.

Catholic Film Institute (Centrale Catholique du Cinema) also reviews films and issues morals ratings. The mayor of the French town of Les Herbiers suggested Basic Instinct be banned after reading in church publications that the film was pornographic and the owner of the local cinema complied. A December 18, 1969, decree provides that local municipal governments may forbid the showing of films within the community, even though the films have received clearance from the National Board. The most frequently cited reason in these cases is "maintenance of public order."

In 1990, no films were completely forbidden, five were banned to minors under sixteen years, fifty-four were banned to minors under twelve years, and six others authorized cuts or changes. Twenty-six features were given an "X" pornographic classification, and no "X"'s were given for violence. Empire of the Senses, Pretty Baby, and Emmanuelle were forbidden to those under eighteen. Star Wars and Monty Python and the Holy Grail were unrestricted.

For television, films that are rated twelve years or sixteen years can only be shown on national channels after 10:30 p.m. on Tuesdays. Encrypted films on pay-TV channels are not affected. Video is not censored.

Germany

The German Constitution prohibits censorship. Article V of the Basic Law of the Federal Republic of May 1949 provides that there shall be no censorship, and that everyone has the right to express and disseminate opinions freely in speech, in writing or in pictures within the bounds of public laws, provided one does not injure any person's honor. Despite this, the German ratings system effectively curtails distribution of higher-rated films.

In Germany, censorship is voluntary and films are classified by a professional review committee, the Voluntary Censorship Board of the German Film Industry (Freiwillige Selbstkontrolle der Filmwirtschaft or FSK). The committee is liberal except with respect to films at variance with the laws of the Constitution, films offensive to religious beliefs, or the depiction of sexual acts or violence when specifically emphasized for commercial purposes. Appeals are reviewed by a nonprofessional committee chosen by the Federation of German Film Associations (Spitzenorganisation der Filmwirtschaft eV (SPIO)). SPIO consists of associations of producers, distributors, and exhibitors, including Motion Picture Export Association of America companies. The decisions made by the appeals committee remain final.

The FSK examines all German and foreign films. The film industry set up the Voluntary Censorship Board to prevent misuse of the film industry's freedom from censorship. The Board sets a common standard for what can and cannot be shown in Germany. All producers, distributors, and cinema owners in Germany pledge themselves to participate in the FSK program. According to the principles agreed upon between the film industry and public authorities, FSK's mission is to regulate film showings to avoid adverse effects upon young people. In this regard, the FSK considers the following: themes,
actions or situations that violate moral or religious principles; nationalistic tendencies or racial hatred; and scenes that promote militaristic, imperialistic, or nationalistic tendencies or racial hatred. The Board may prohibit showing pictures to persons under ages six, twelve, sixteen, and eighteen, or clear the picture for showing without restrictions. The Board also specifies films suitable for exhibition on religious holidays. Cuts may be necessary for a film to obtain a desired classification.42

All theatrical feature films are open to post-censorship, even the ones that have already been evaluated. Films that have not been evaluated cannot be released for viewing for those under age eighteen. A very extensive youth protection legislation exists: Films may be shown to children and young adults only if they have been cleared for their respective age groups of six, twelve, sixteen and eighteen. This clearance is based on the 1985 Youth Protection Act, and is exercised by the top state government youth departments (Oberste Landesjugendbehoerden). The YPA requires the appointment to the youth departments of one representative from each state. The FSK acts in the name of the sixteen states.43 According to the FSK, raters are mainly concerned with "the representation of violence and its consequences for the psyche and behavior of young people."44

In addition, theatrical feature films that have not been evaluated by the FSK may be subject to post-censorship by the Federal Censorship Agency for Youth-Endangering Written Material (BPS), which is a federal institution. If the BPS considers materials youth-endangering, considerable distribution restrictions such as a general advertising prohibition could result. The German index system defines video as printed matter and consequently subjects it to restrictions on advertising, promotion, and distribution. This post-censorship applies to videos if the cassette has not been cleared by the FSK for children or young adults. Only advertising materials that could be considered youth-endangering must be submitted to the Board for approval.45

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles II has been decreed off-limits for children under twelve by the same FSK that declared Turtles I acceptable for children six and up. In Sweden, by contrast, Turtles II can only be seen by children eleven and older.46

Greece
Films and publicity material must be submitted to committee censorship. Officially, Greece has no film censorship, and regulations are not strict and have recently collapsed altogether. In theory, films containing violence are restricted to persons over seventeen, and sex scenes are limited to those over thirteen. For these categories, pictures must be screened to obtain a permit. Appeals may be made to higher committees and ultimately to the Directorate of the Motion Picture Industry at the Ministry for Industry.47

Film censors in Greece are more restrictive of violence (as opposed to sex) in classifying a picture for all audiences. Hard-core pornographic films are shown in theaters specializing in such films.48

The Greek Orthodox Church also plays a role in censorship. Although The Last Temptation of Christ passed the Greek censorship board, the Greek Orthodox Church objected to the film, and also threatened to excommunicate Kazantzaki when his novel was published in 1954.49 In 1990, a local bishop threatened to excommunicate those working on the Greek film The Suspended Step of the Stork because the film called for abolition of national borders and contained erotic scenes. The Greek government sided with the director of the film, rather than the bishop, who opposes sexual freedom, beauty contests, and women smokers.50

Greece does not censor videos. However, penalties are imposed on those who rent videocassettes to minors containing scenes of violent sex and drug abuse.51

Italy
The Censorship Commission of the Ministry of Tourism and Entertainment provides censor visas for imported films. The Commission consists of nine nongovernmental persons (with alternating groups of eight). The Commission pays special attention to explicit sex scenes in three categories: general admittance, no admittance under fourteen, and admittance for eighteen years and over. Because the Censorship Commission deems immorality and violence offensive, these scenes may be cut, and films that offend public morals may be barred entirely.

Film censors in Greece are more restrictive of violence in classifying a picture for all audiences.

An Appeals Committee exists to hear appeals on adverse decisions, with the final appeal going to the States Council. Local prosecutors use their magisterial powers to sequester films that have passed censorship.52

In 1976, the Italian government ordered all copies of Last Tango in Paris burnt, apart from three consigned to the National Film Library and one that went to the Criminal Museum of the Ministry of Justice and Clemency to sit alongside examples of medieval torture. Director Bertolucci was given a two-month suspended jail sentence, and was pre-
vented from voting in Italian elections for five years because of the film. Actor Marlon Brando and the Italian distributors were also given a suspended jail sentence and a fine. But times have changed.

A new television broadcasting bill effective in January 1993 forbids films rated for ages under fourteen to be broadcast at any time. Films classified for ages over fourteen may be shown only after 10:30 p.m. But Italy's unregulated television industry presents much sex and ostentation, sometimes filling commercial airtime with strip-tease shows. One network tele一辈子 confessions of muggers and other social deviants. Other stations show late-night appearances of transvestites peddling porn videos to viewers who may call and place an order. Although there is no video censorship in Italy, The Last Temptation of Christ was banned outright. In Italy, blasphemy is censored more strongly than violence or soft porn.

**The Netherlands**
The Netherlands Central Censorship Board (Nederlandse Film Keuring Dienst) classifies motion pictures for four groups: suitable for all ages; suitable for children under twelve years; suitable for children twelve years and over; and suitable for ages sixteen years and over. There is no classification for ages sixteen and over. Films scheduled for showing only to persons over sixteen years do not require submission to the Board. The only criteria the censors use is "harmfulness to youth." The Board rarely requires cuts, and censorship in the Netherlands remains liberal compared to other European countries. Like France, Italy and Spain, the Netherlands avoids cutting because it adversely affects the moral rights of the artists.

Television censorship follows that for the cinema market; there is no censorship of videos.

**Portugal**
Direccao Geral de Espectaculos e do Direito de Auto (DGEDA) is Portugal's censorship body. Regulations require classification only, which is determined by sex and violence. A Classification Commission (Comissao de Classificacao Etaria) screens all products and first divides them into pornographic (soft and hard), and then nonpornographic. The former is given the rating of "forbidden under 18 years of age" and is subject to special taxing regulations. The non-pornographic product is given one of the following classifications: suitable for ages over four years, over six years, over twelve years, over sixteen years, over eighteen years.

Officially, no cutting of films is permitted. Distributors are allowed to request a quality rating for any film, in which case a Quality Commission (Comissao de Qualidade) must screen the film. If the Commission agrees, the film is given the label "Filme de Qualidade" together with its age classification. Films with such labels are exempt from the Release Tax.

Censorship of television programming material is at the discretion of broadcast management. The Japanese explicit sex film Ai No Corrida (In the Realm of the Senses), which could not get a video certificate in the United Kingdom, was given a 10 p.m. screening on Portuguese television. Videocassettes are classified by the DGEDA using the same system as theatrical releases.

**Spain**
The agency in charge is the Junta de Comision de Clasificacion, a part of the Instituto de la Cine-matografia y de los Artes Audiovisuales (ICAA). Films are classified by age group: all ages (general admission); under age seven not recommended; under age thirteen not recommended; under age eighteen not recommended. The administration deems pornography and violence offensive. All prints must have a classification certificate. With Franco's death in 1975, forty years of state censorship gave way to a country where sexual art is allowed, although violence is not as acceptable. Spanish filmmakers such as Pedro Almodovar rule the film scene with sexually explicit pictures such as Tie Me Up, Tie Me Down, Women on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown, and Matador. The management at individual channels has discretion over television censorship. At the beginning of each program, a viewing recommendation appears for the general public—for viewers over fourteen years or over eighteen years. Videocassettes are classified under a system identical to theatrical releases.

**United Kingdom**
The national government does not have the right to censor motion pictures. Nonetheless, all British motion picture theaters require a license from local government authorities. The law granting the power to license theaters also gives local government authorities the power to approve, ban, or alter classifications for films. There is no appeal of their decision. Although technically this censorship is vested in local practice, local authorities seldom exercise their power. With very few exceptions, local authorities accept the ruling of the British Board of Film Classification.
The BBFC is stringent about its age limits. The Board rated *Mrs. Doubtfire* "12" because of a reference to a vibrator, and *Schindler's List* pulled a "15" because it contains extreme violence, nudity, sex, and adult language. The film *Batman* was banned for children under twelve. The Board insisted on twenty-five cuts to *Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom* before it agreed to a "PG" certificate. Exhibitors usually agree to the cuts to exploit the lucrative teenage market. However, film producers may now be able to assert their *droit morale* under the Copyright Act against exhibitors who agree to cut their work.\(^8\)

The United Kingdom's Protection of Children Act 1978 makes it an offense to have persons under sixteen participate in "indecent" scenes in films, or to distribute or advertise movies containing such sequences. The BBFC applies a strict interpretation of this measure to all films submitted, and requires evidence of age if a teenager performs in an "indecent" scene. In *Rambling Rose*, a sex scene involving Laura Dern and a minor was cut because the producers didn't provide evidence that the boy was over eighteen. The scene was deleted even though it was central to the film.\(^8\)

Films and broadcasts are excluded from the provisions of the Obscene Publications Act. Films for video release must be resubmitted after theatrical censorship.\(^4\) The Broadcasting Complaints Commission was created in 1981 to adjudicate complaints of unfair treatment or unwarranted infringement of privacy.

The Broadcasting Standards Council (BSC), created in 1988, has the responsibility to draw up monitoring standards and a Code of Practice for taste and decency in broadcasting. The BSC has no power of sanction other than to provide recommendations. There is no direct television censorship in the United Kingdom. Broadcasters are largely expected to take into account the BSC's code while regulating their own program standards. Unlike cinema and video, there is no requirement for films on TV to be classified in the United Kingdom.\(^8\) Until 1993, the Independent Television Commission (ITC) was the legal broadcaster of ITV and Channel 4 programs. The ITC can demand to preview and make changes in programs considered to breach ITC's code of programming standards. Since 1993, all commercial broadcasters have been required to ensure that all programs comply with the ITC's code of program standards. For example, materials unsuitable for children—those containing explicit sexual content, bad language and gratuitous violence—may not be broadcast between 6:00 a.m. and 10:30 p.m.\(^8\) The ITC monitors compliance and investigates complaints, and has the power to impose sanctions, including fines.

For a film to be released on videotape after its theatrical release, it must be resubmitted to the British Board of Film Classification. The 1984 Video Recordings Act mandated that all videos for sale or rent submit to classification by an authority designated by the Home Secretary.\(^7\) The Home Secretary appointed the BBFC, which began "exercising a statutory function on behalf of central government." Films are subject to the same guidelines as theatrical films, with the exception of videos receiving the "R18" rating, which limits their distribution to licensed sex shops.\(^9\) Videos must be "suitable for viewing in the
settling international disputes. Problems arise when films rated "12" for cinema then have to be upgraded to "15" for home video, like Batman, or when films are cut to maintain family orientation. For example, the four-letter word in Big was excised for the film to maintain its family rating. Feature films that are certified in the "18" and "R18" categories do not receive the same immunity from the obscenity law when sold on videocassettes.

Historically, the U.K. tolerated more sex but less violence than the United States. For example, martial arts weaponry has been a problem for some films while a recent sex video passed censorship because it was deemed educational. For scenes depicting violence, the BBFC considers the moral position of the filmmaker toward his own material: Is the sympathy of the filmmaker on the side of the victim or the aggressor? Is the process of violence indulged in for its own sake rather than to tell the audience anything significant about the motives or state of mind of the persons involved? Does the camerawork or editing belie the ostensible moral stance of the film by seeking to enlist or encourage our vicarious enjoyment of the portrayed atrocities? War films and westerns are viewed as violence "of a relatively conventional and undisturbing nature." Scenes that "might lead to highly disturbing imagery being planted in vulnerable minds," such as explicit depictions of mutilation, savagery, and sadism, are severely censored in the United Kingdom. Half the running time of the cuts made by the BBFC in 1985 involved violence.

The Board gave Lethal Weapon, Die Hard, and The Terminator "18" certificates because of violence and language, and for theater viewing the Board gave Reservoir Dogs an "18" certificate and made no cuts. Reservoir Dogs is notorious for a torture scene in which a psychopath played by Michael Madsen dances to "Stuck in the Middle with You" as he slices the face and ear of a bound and gagged policeman. Also, throughout the film, one of the main characters lies dying of a gunshot wound to the stomach, lingering in a growing pool of blood. The BBFC gave Madonna's film Body of Evidence an "X" rating, ruling the film unfit for viewing for those under eighteen because of its explicit sex scenes. The Good Son, a film about a homicidal child, remains uncertified.

The BBFC continues to censor films on video. The Exorcist, In the Realm of the Senses, and Straw Dogs have been refused video certificates because of graphic violence and disturbing imagery. "With video you can import this outside material into your fantasy life, and watch it over and over."

Box-office admissions for 1992 in Britain—led by tickets for the American erotic thriller Basic Instinct—were the best in twelve years. It seems some depictions of American sex and violence thrive on the British screen.

Other Western European Countries

Austria

The Austrian Federal Constitution prohibits film censorship. The authorities also interpret the Constitution to mean that they are not permitted to ban a film for exhibition on the basis of its content. The various provincial governments, however, may reject films for juvenile exhibition if not deemed suitable.

For example, in Vienna, a Youth Commission classifies films into four categories: limited to adults; limited to persons over sixteen; limited to persons over fourteen; and authorized for all persons. Juvenile age limits and regulations differ in various provinces. Many films are limited to adults, which impacts box office revenue. The authorities also provide that the law does not preclude banning films after the first exhibition if the films are deemed to encourage any unlawful practices prohibited by the Austrian Anti-Morality Law. In Vienna and its province, a Censorship Commission practices censorship, and its decisions sometimes vary between city and provincial areas. Tyrol and Vorarlberg have other censorship organs that are more strict than the Commission in the capital because they are guided by decisions of the ecclesiastic authorities. Effective October 1, 1980, a supplementary censorship law determined that pictures deemed unsuitable for youths do not have to be presented to the Censorship Board as they automatically receive the age limit of sixteen years.

The government has established a Rating Board in the Ministry of Education that rates motion pictures.
as: “especially worthy,” “worthy,” and “worth seeing.” In addition, a Voluntary Censorship Board administered by the Austrian Film Distribution Association advises whether a film should be shown, whether cuts should be made, or whether it should not be shown (which pertains only to sex pictures).  

**Finland**

Every film must be approved by the State Office of Film Censorship that requires a Finnish or Swedish translation of the text when the censorship screening takes place. In addition, the Finnish and Swedish name of the picture must be approved. Censorship is not as strict as in Sweden and Norway; however, the Finnish Committee is particularly concerned with horror, violence, and political criticism. Films are classified as suitable for general, forbidden under the ages of eight, twelve, sixteen and eighteen, or totally banned. There is also a classification mandating that children three years younger than the specified age group can only attend if accompanied by parents.  

Separate television censorship regulations do not exist, so management at individual channels uses its own discretion. A January 1988 law forbids the sale of films theatrically rated “18” on videocassette. Films not theatrically released require a professional recommendation. In addition, the Videogram Association operates its own voluntary control board.  

**Norway**

In Norway, all films must be approved by the Statens Filmkontroll (government censorship board). The following classifications became effective January 1, 1988: for audiences eighteen years and older; for audiences fifteen years and older; for audiences ten years and older; for audiences five years and older (and also for children between the ages of three and five when accompanied by adults).  

Certification applies to public exhibition of film and video, but not, at present, to home videocassettes. Practically all U.S. X-rated films do not pass the Board. The Board is particularly concerned with hard-core pornography, horror, and violence. Scenes showing instructions in the use of drugs or narcotics are not permitted. The Board may ban films or require cuts. Six features were banned in 1990, and two were banned in 1989.  

Television standards are at the discretion of a channel’s management, but generally no violence and pornography are allowed. For video, censorship has been proposed under a “private bill.” In general, decisions by the Censorship Committee with respect to theatrical distribution apply to video censorship. Separate laws regarding sex and violence exist.  

The Walt Disney film *The Great Mouse Detective* was banned in Norway for audiences under twelve. The five-member State Film Censorship Board voted unanimously that the film—which was approved for all audiences in neighboring Finland, Sweden and Denmark—could not even be reedited for children. Disney’s *Fantasia* was also banned in Norway.  

**Sweden**

The National Swedish Film Censor Board was created in 1911, and is the oldest public institution of its kind in the world. The Board must examine all motion pictures. Films cannot show “horrifying character” or conflict with “public morals and law.” Sweden is generally considered the toughest country in censoring films for violence. For many years *The Sound of Music* was banned for children under fifteen. Although the Walt Disney film *Beauty and the Beast* might be considered relatively harmless, some scenes involving violence were cut before the film was shown in Sweden.  

In January 1991, Sweden promulgated a new law for film censoring—classifications by color: white means rejected; yellow is suitable for fifteen years and older; green is suitable for eleven years and older; blue is suitable for seven years and older; red is suitable for general audiences. The new components include a “parental guidance” rule that is used for the eleven- and seven-year age limits. Children under seven years are allowed to see films allowed for ages seven and older if accompanied by an adult (someone over eighteen), and children from seven to eleven years may see films for ages eleven and older if accompanied by an adult. However, no one younger than fifteen is allowed to see films for ages fifteen and older.  

Another new law has abolished the two advisory boards that the censors used to ban films or when the distributor asked for an AA classification. Presently, the censors may seek the opinion of any expert regarding a ban or classification, and may even choose the expert themselves.  

Distributors now have the opportunity to appeal decisions made by censors. The appeal is made to Kammarratten (the administrative court of appeal) and not to the government as in the past. The court adds two specialists appointed by the government when film censorship issues arise. One of the spe-
cialists is a film expert, and the other is a behavioral scientist.121

Television standards are at the discretion of channel management. A government Audiovisual Media Committee recommended amendment of cable broadcast legislation to protect viewers from violence, but no decision is expected before 1993.122

Theatrical classification by the National Censorship Committee applies to video. Films not theatrically released do not need to be presented to the Censorship Committee. Distributors may submit such films to the IFPI for "voluntary" censorship, but once submitted, the distributor must abide by IFPI's recommendation or risk loss of membership. There is a criminal law against distribution of home videocassettes with excessive violence.123 In general, Swedes prefer sex over violence. For example, Sex, Lies and Videotape was given a "7" rating for the punch delivered near the film's conclusion. In Britain, the film received an "18" rating.124

Switzerland
According to federal law, minors under age sixteen are not permitted to enter movie theaters without a responsible adult unless the film is deemed especially appropriate for children. If the age of admission is advertised for those under sixteen, films must be presented to a censorship board. Attendance at films containing sex and violence is prohibited to minors under eighteen.125

Parliament adopted legislation, which is applicable to cinema, TV, and videocassette releases, prohibiting exhibition of violent scenes. Distributors usually recommend which films should be restricted. Although the legislation is federal, enforcement is delegated to the various cantons (provinces). In addition, each canton has its own body of censorship legislation.126

The Canton Valais censors are generally strict, particularly with regard to excessive violence or pornography. However, it is the responsibility of the exhibitor and the manager of the distribution companies as to what can be shown. These censorship decisions vary from canton to canton.127

Censorship of television follows the same federal guidelines and canton system as theatrical films.128 The same guidelines also apply to censorship of the video market.129

The Single-Market and Censorship
Harmonization
General Common Market principles dispose of the economic protectionism associated with national borders130 to promote free trade, allowing goods to move freely within the European Community (EC).131 This approach to the free movement of goods was integrated into the EC as established by the European Union Treaty.132 The Treaty of Maastricht allows the EC to administer and provide legislation for the political, social, and cultural arenas. Article 128 of the Treaty accords a limited cultural mandate to the EC to introduce guidelines for the artistic and entertainment industries, including guidelines for distribution of goods and services. However, the EC principle of subsidiarity relegates responsibility for cultural development to each member state.133

The Council Directive on the Coordination of Certain Provisions Laid Down by Law, Regulation or Administrative Action in Member States Concerning the Pursuit of Television Broadcasting Activities (or Television without Frontiers Directive)134 adopted in 1991, allows audiovisual programs to be freely transmitted throughout the EC, provided the programs observe national legislation in the broadcasting member state. The European Commission has transferred the power to impose a system of classification on national broadcasters to each member state. But the Commission, through DGX, the Directorate General responsible for audiovisuals, information, and communications, will introduce specific measures "to protect the physical, mental and moral development of minors in programs and in television advertising."135

The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)136 and the EC137 seemingly allow motion pictures to be insulated from the general free movement of goods theme. In addition to acknowledging national cultural differences, this insulation also subsumes doctrines of public morality and safety. Article 36 of the Treaty of Rome provides that the articles eliminating quantitative restrictions between member states "shall not preclude prohibitions or restrictions on imports, exports or goods in transit justified on grounds of public morality, public policy or public security."138 Thus, Article 36 allows members to implement national trade restrictions, with these national laws to remain in effect after 1992. The European Court of Justice also postulates that justifications for restrictions include concerns about health and welfare, environment, and public safety.139

The Television without Frontiers Directive provides under Article 3 that GATT's provisions must not operate so as to prevent a member state from
maintaining internal quantitative regulations concerning exposed cinematographic films or from meeting the requirements of Article 4, which allows screen quotas for works of national origin.

Essentially, states may censor programs for violence or pornography, or whatever else is deemed offensive.

The Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms provides in Article 10: “Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall include freedom to hold opinions and to receive and impart information and ideas without interference by public authority and regardless of frontiers. This article shall not prevent States from requiring the licensing of broadcasting, television, or cinema enterprises.” Article 10 also states:

the exercise of these freedoms . . . may be subject to such formalities, conditions, restrictions or penalties as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society, in the interests of national security, territorial integrity or public safety, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals, for the protection of the reputation or rights of others . . .

These values listed in Article 10(2) are “a number of exceptions which must be strictly interpreted.”

Thus, these vehicles and values continue to provide justification for internal national censorship and classification systems, despite desires to harmonize this arena.

Conclusion

Although national censorship and classification systems could become harmonized in the future, national cultural sensitivities and preferences as to what the public views remain dominant. For European countries, the nature and purpose of continuing censorship involves protection of public morality, health, safety, and security, which is synonymous with the protection of national cultural heritages in this American-dominated field. But whether the European censorship practices will continue to operate as a vehicle for national cultural identity remains to be seen.

Europeans continue to maintain that some form of cultural protectionism is needed to combat the American belief in the customer’s “knowing best.”

Films like Leatherface: Texas Chainsaw Massacre III, Terminator and Lethal Weapon are created ostensibly to appease the American taste for violence. Even independent filmmakers are exploring the violence genre, producing films like Reservoir Dogs and Henry: Portrait of a Serial Killer. Whether European countries develop a uniform approach to film regulation and censorship or continue to treat these issues nationally, media violence should remain strictly regulated because of its dire social effect.

Margaret Moore is a 1993 graduate of the University of Oregon School of Law. Ms. Moore is a producer and attorney in Portland, Oregon. Copyright © 1994 Margaret Moore.
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